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Self-build sector records third
consecutive annual rise in growth

 

 


















 








































 















 










Building or Renovating?
Learn how to create your dream home in just one day

THE HOME RENOVATION WORKSHOPS

1 4 O C T O B E R 2017

Gallery Suites, NEC, Birmingham

PLUS FREE

ENTRY TO
GRAND DESIGNS LIVE
AT THE

The UK’s must-attend training day
This one day interactive bootcamp provides
you with the knowledge and expertise to
tackle your project with confidence.
12 in-depth subjects to choose from
Learn from the UK’s top specialists
Discover how you can save time
and money
Source the latest technology for
your project

Limited spaces, book your full or half-day today!
www.selfbuildbootcamp.com | 020 3225 5204
Headline Sponsor

Gold Sponsor

Media Partners

Partner Events
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Certified by
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Trio of announcements bolster self-build
association’s Task Force





 






































 
 
 
 


















FEATURE

Everything you need
under one roof

Looking for guidance on your self-build? The National Self Build and
Renovation Centre in Swindon is the place to go for help with any
aspect of a project, as Roseanne Field reports

T

he National Self Build &
Renovation Centre (NSBRC),
located just off the M4 in Swindon,
is a must-visit for any novice self-builder,
providing all the advice you could need
under one roof. The permanent
exhibition centre is home to an array of
experts and suppliers and plays hosts to
a number of events throughout the year.
The NSBRC, which celebrates its 10th
birthday this year, was launched by
mortgage broker BuildStore in 2007.
Since then it has welcomed more than
200,000 visitors, many of whom return
throughout their project for help, tips
and advice. It’s believed to be the only
facility of its kind across the whole of
Europe, spanning 67,000 ft2.
Since November 2014 the NSBRC has
been owned and operated by The
Homebuilding Centre, an employeeowned business. Last year alone the
centre is thought to have helped over
16,000 self-builders.
The centre is dedicated to serving a
growing self-build market, with more and
more people choosing to build their own
house every year. “Around 13,000
people will take on a self-build project
this year,” explains Harvey Fremlin,
NSBRC managing director. “They
benefit from a huge degree of choice;
from where the house is located, how it
is constructed, and the energy efficiency
of the building fabric through to the level
of finish they will enjoy once moved in.”
Offering advice on everything from
planning and finance to structural
elements and design, a visit to the
NSBRC is likely to prove invaluable.
Alongside its regular events, the centre
contains many features to guide and
educate visitors towards real solutions
to problems and ideas to make their
projects work better. “There are several
routes available to individuals wanting
to design and build a bespoke, well
finished, energy efficient home and the





More than 220 suppliers and manufacturers have stands

NSBRC provides the knowledge and
support people need to make an
informed decision on which route is
best for them,” says Harvey. “Our aim
is to inspire, educate, and provide
impartial advice.”
PLANNING & FINANCE
The NSBRC has elements to help selfbuilders through every stage of their
project, starting with the things that
need addressing before a foundation is
dug or a brick laid. Finding a plot of land
is the first hurdle to contend with, and
one that many aspiring self-builders find
themselves falling at. BuildStore’s
PlotSearch is believed to be the UK’s
largest database of land available for
self-build, and has its own stand at the
NSBRC to help those who are struggling
to find a plot.
Another obstacle people often find
themselves facing is how a project will
be funded. While some are lucky
enough to have the cash available for a

The NSBRC is
designed to
help selfbuilders
through every
stage of their
project
self-build, more often than not some
form of mortgage or loan will be
required. BuildStore also has a stand at
the centre dedicated to financial
planning, with a resident expert offering
advice on the various types of funding
available, from short-term loans to
specialist mortgages.
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GETTING YOUR HOUSE BUILT
Of course the most substantial – and
potentially most daunting – part of any
project is the build process itself.
“Please don’t feel nervous if you have
never set foot on a building site!”
Harvey says. “The majority of our visitors
are not in the building trade, and we will
help you understand the various stages
involved in a building project.”
The NSBRC is laid out as an
‘educational journey’, designed to take
visitors through the chronology of a selfbuild. The journey has been broken
down into six core phases: ‘plan & site
set-up’, ‘groundworks’, ‘walls &
structure’, ‘roof’, ‘services’ and ‘finishes’.
The ‘plan & site set-up’ area has been
created to educate self-builders on the
jobs that need taking care of before
work begins. A range of equipment is on
display such as mixers, cranes and
excavators, as well as information on
how to make sure things such as water,
power (and portaloos!) are ready for the
contractors. Tips are also provided on
how to run and manage your site.
The ‘groundworks’ zone is broken
down into three sub-sections. The first
section focuses on foundations – looking
at which are right for your site and
specifically its soil – as well as various
floor systems. The next section gives the
lowdown on the all-important
underground services that need
consideration, such as drainage. The
final section gives visitors the chance to
consider the design and construction
challenges of building a basement.
The next stop is the ‘walls & structure’
zone – one of the centre’s most popular
exhibits due to the impact it has on the
overall design and look of a house. The
zone displays both new and ‘tried and
tested’ construction systems, with
various combinations of materials
chosen based on individual
performance, and how they work as an
overall system. Each wall also features a
different type of intermediate flooring.
The ‘roof’ zone showcases four types
of construction type: cut or traditional,
attic truss, structural insulated panels
(SIPs) and fink trusses. The displays also
feature options for coverings, dormers,
rainwater disposal and chimneys. The
section demonstrates to visitors how
roofs can be used as additional living
spaces and provides information on the
various choices of prefabrication that
can speed up the build process.
The ‘services’ zone addresses issues
such as how you can heat your home
and its hot water and how you’ll light
and ventilate it, with energy efficiency at
the forefront. A variety of systems and



Renovation House

COURSES
The courses held at the NSBRC are some of the centre’s most popular and
useful offerings, covering everything you need to know to successfully complete
your project on time and on budget. Here are the views of two satisfied
attendees:
“It’s been the best value for money I’ve spent in a long time, the course paid for
itself on day one, mostly through lots of good advice that will help us to save
significant money on our self-build project as well as ensuring we make better
informed decisions.”
“I attended the Self Build course with absolutely no knowledge whatsoever and
was worried that I would look a bit of a fool among others on the course. It was
reassuring to find out that, despite our varied projects, we were all beginners
with a similar level of understanding. I now feel I am well informed and can
confidently talk to architects, planners, builders and contractors with a good
depth of knowledge and understanding behind me. I left feeling very positive
and excited.”
options are on display, such as heat
pumps and boilers, to help you decide
what will work for your project as all such
decisions will impact the performance
rating of your self-build.
The last zone on the educational
journey is the ‘finishes zone’, exhibiting
a range of staircases, doors, floors and
wall finishes. Every Saturday at 12 pm
NSBRC staff offer a guided tour of the
educational journey.
The help desk (open Wednesday to
Sunday) offers visitors the chance to
speak one to one with in-house experts
on topics ranging from “planning to
budgeting and plot finding to Building
Regulations,” Harvey Fremlin explains.
“A common question we get asked is
‘what materials shall I build my house
with?’ We can show examples of many
different building methods including oak
frame, insulating concrete formwork
(ICF), brick and block, structurally

insulated panels (SIPs), Passivhaus and
more. Crucially, we can explain the pros
and cons of each.”
DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
A permanent show home is on display at
the centre, offering an example of the
type of house and finish that can be
achieved. The show home is a 2,300 ft2
Potton Ruskin house, part of the
company’s Renaissance collection. It
demonstrates how a modern interior
with all the latest smart home
technology can blend with the type of
traditional-looking exterior that’s likely
to satisfy planning authorities. It also
allows you to see what kit home
providers like Potton can offer, beyond
the frame and its construction.
The NSBRC features a zone dedicated
entirely to the restoration and
refurbishment of older properties, as
opposed to new builds. The zone is
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The NSBRC
features a zone
dedicated
entirely to the
refurbishment
and restoration
of older houses
designed to help those working on any
kind of renovation project – be it
completely overhauling a house that’s
seen better days or simply modernising
a dated property.
The main attraction here, and one of
the highlights of the whole centre, is the
Renovation House, which is a recreation
of an old and dilapidated property that
transforms into a dream home. “With
careful planning, renovating a house can
be one of your best investments, or your
motivation may be to turn an ancient
wreck into a family home,” Harvey says.
“In either case, a tour of the Renovation
House is a must.”
The house – which is typical of a
property built during the interwar period
– features problems such as damp,
damaged brick/stonework, leaky
guttering, broken window frames and
rotten timbers. “The house shows the
four main stages you will need to
follow,” Harvey explains. “Assessment
and design, strip out/build down,
renovation first fix and final finishes.”
A 30-minute audio tour – with
commentary provided via a hard hat
with built in speakers – guides visitors
through the renovation process,
highlighting common problems,
recommending solutions and explaining
step-by-step how to refurbish such a
property. “While not a complete blank
canvas, major renovation projects will
throw up similar choices to new builds
and many of the options available in a
new build can be applied,” says Harvey.
The centre also offers midday guided
tours of the house every Friday and
Sunday with its resident technical expert.
TRADE VILLAGE
Here is where you’ll find the centre’s
permanent exhibitors, divided into
categories such as Professional Services
& Associations, Foundations &
Groundworks, and Roofing & Roofing
Structures. Over 220 suppliers and



manufacturers have stands in the centre,
showcasing up-to-date products and
technologies in the self-build market.
The NSBRC is claimed to be the only
place in the UK where customers have
access to these products all year round.
Many of the exhibitors’ products are
also showcased in various exhibitions
throughout the centre, allowing you to
view them in-situ, as they would appear
in your home, as well as on the stand.
Visitors are also issued with scanners,
allowing you to request further
information from the specific exhibitors’
products that you’re interested in.
EVENTS
One of the NSBRC’s biggest selling
points is the variety of events that take
place within it through the year. These
range from workshops and courses to
exhibitions, covering everything
budding self-builders need to know.
The National Self Build & Renovation
Show and The Big Green Home Show
each take place over a three-day period.
Along with the regular features of the
centre, the shows include live
demonstrations and seminars as well as
the chance to network with and learn
from fellow self-builders. “The shows are
the ideal opportunity to discover how
the concept of self-building works or
simply to explore the options for
injecting new life into your existing
home,” explains Harvey.
Free workshops are also on offer on
key topics that combined together cover
everything you need to know, says the
NSBRC. Four eco workshops are
available, covering matters from
sustainability-oriented design and
planning to heat and energy. A design
and build workshop also runs four times
a year, teaching you how to take full
control of your project, including the
undertaking of all or part of the
construction.
Held in association with RIBA, an Ask
an Architect programme runs five times
a year, offering a 25-minute consultation
during which you can talk through any
ideas or aspects you might need advice
on. These sessions must be booked in
advance.
In addition to the free workshops
three in-depth, paid-for courses are run
by the NSBRC for those who “want to
be more involved in their project,”
explains Harvey. The one-day project
management course, costing £150,
covers everything from budgeting and
insurance to site management and
health and safety. The heat and energy
course (also a one-day session costing
£150) aims to simplify what can be a

complex and confusing topic, explaining
the basics and solutions available.
The most comprehensive offering is
the three-day self build course, which
costs £375 and covers a total of 11
topics. These include design and
specification, Building Regulations and
eco legislation, providing an all-in-one
introduction to the world of self-build.
“All our courses are packed with useful
hints and tips from the experts to help
you save money and stay on budget,”
Harvey says.
For more information on the centre visit
www.nsbrc.co.uk

TESTIMONIALS
“Brilliant in every way. Drove
down from North Wales and was
there for about three hours. It’s a
must do for people considering
self-build as you will learn a lot.
My wife and I both left there
excited about a potential selfbuild!”
Wesley Jones, via Facebook
“BuildStore, the National Self
Build & Renovation Centre and its
various partners have been
invaluable – I cannot fault their
expertise and advice – they have
really made this project much
easier, and cheaper, for us!”
Paul Vaughan, via BuildStore
“On the recommendation of a
friend who knows our interest in
starting out on renovation projects
and hopefully, new build, my wife
and I visited the NSBRC. From the
outset, the welcome was warm
and the information available was
very impressive and extremely
useful.”
Peter Cornthwaite, via BuildStore
“Whether you are a self-builder
planning a whole house, or
thinking of extending, NSBRC is
worth a visit either with your
architect or on your own to
understand how bespoke you
can be.”
Richard Bowman, via Facebook
“Blown away, this place really
does have everything you need
for new builds and extensions”
Shane Reeve, via Facebook





SECRETS OF SUCCESS

Chapter two: preparing
for demolition
When we heard from first-time self-builders Sarah and Andy Ball in the last
issue, they were at a crossroads, unsure if their Derby build would go
ahead. Things have changed however, and the demolition notices are in

W

hen we left you last time,
we were on tenterhooks.
A decision had to be made
about number 41. We were living in
a house that needs to either be knocked
down or have major surgery. After losing
two builders we had to decide whether
to abandon plans to rebuild and refurbish
the existing house instead. There was a
third option, although very unlikely, which
was to find a project manager to oversee
the build.
It was our architect Dan who came up
trumps. He was working with a project
manager called Paul on a modern house
build just two miles from our plot,
and better still there was a chance he
would be available. We didn’t hesitate.
We asked Dan to set up a meeting
straight away.
While all this was going on, Andy and
I were also working on Plan B. We were





in talks with a local building company
who seemed keen to refurbish our
house. After two meetings, discussions
of plans and a site visit to a property
they had completely refurbished, we
were hopeful that they would be able
to bring in a proposal on budget.
Anyway, we met up with project
manager Paul and he seemed up for
building the house. He charges a flat
fee and works with a team of people
he trusts.
At the first meeting, he reckoned
he could build the house within
our budget. He did some calculations
based on the house that he’s currently
working on. We decided to take it to
the next level and get some more
accurate figures. Meeting number two
went well. The first things he worked on
were coming out at the right prices and
it looked pretty likely that rest of the

There have been a
couple of issues on
the later costings –
Brexit has hit
us, and steel prices
are up
costings would follow suit.
Paul is now our project manager.
He got started on fleshing out the
pricing and started the ball rolling on
getting the house ready for demolition
– including moving the gas and electrics
a safe distance away from the action.
There have been a couple of issues
on the later costings – Brexit has hit
us, and steel prices are up. There was



I am a savvy
shopper and will
happily do my
research to get the
best prices
almost £23,000 of steel in the design to
hold up the cantilevers and give the
nine metre sliding door protection
against deflection. The other part of the
build that was coming in far higher on
cost was the foundations. We had already had a survey of the soil and from
the calculations knew we would need
additional depth on the side next to
the trees in the car park.
Paul would see if he could get better
prices on these and in the meantime we
would look at compromises in other
areas. We could remove budget out of
the bathrooms, kitchen, staircase, wall
and floor finishes. Having done a few
refurbishment projects before, I like
this part of the process. I am a savvy
shopper and will happily do my research
to get the best prices.
MAKING SENSIBLE CHOICES
Next up for consideration was the air
source heat pump, underfloor heating
and HVAC. This was something we
discussed from early on. We can see the
advantages of storage batteries for
the long term and felt a good way to
reduce long term running costs would
be to make the house self-sufficient
for power through a combination of
solar thermal and PV, air source, an
oversized water tank to store energy and
a battery wall. Although we hoped we
would never have to do it, we wanted to
be able to go off grid should power
outages become a big issue.
But battery prices are up, making our
return on investment less favourable.
A gas boiler to power the underfloor
heating would be a reasonable option.
We can keep the HVAC as the benefits
of air changes and keeping dust levels
low, are important to us.
We also looked at window and door
systems for the house at the FIT Show,
a trade show for the glazing industry.
We were there as exhibitors with our
marketing agency, but it didn’t stop
us having a good look round at all the
systems we might need for our build.
Aluminium sliding doors were definitely
in vogue, and there were loads of new
products on display. All the main UK



manufacturers had stands and they all
seemed to be offering bigger door leafs
and slimmer frames.
It was great to see because our
biggest consideration is the sliding
doors from the open plan living space
to the garden. Given the span for
these doors is almost nine metres,
we want to make sure that we have the
slimmest frames to gain the maximum
effect from our architect’s designs.
We’re also keen to work with a
reputable UK manufacturer so we can
avoid the horror stories you see on TV
when the glazing turns up weeks or
even months late.
We also saw some very good looking
aluminium windows that would fit our

design just perfectly. We are looking
for something that has a chamfered or
curved bead as the very square edged
systems might look too commercial
for our house.
And finally, good news! Project manager Paul is due to meet with the steel
manufacturers. He thinks that there’s an
argument for reassessing the steel and
that could have a knock-on effect to the
foundations – he’s talking about shaving
up to £10,000 off the prices.
We are waiting for the gas and electric suppliers to come back with a date,
and then the house can be demolished.
Look out for the next chapter of Sarah
and Andy’s story later in the year







Potton celebrates 25 years of helping
self-builders’ dreams come true
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OPEN 7
DAYS A WEEK

FREE

Home Measure
& 3D Design

FREE

Click & Collect

Finance Available*

EXCLUSIVE FOR SELFBUILDERS

Get an extra 20% off

BATHROOMS & TILES
Use discount code: SBH

Online or In Store. Offer Ends 30.09.17

Order By Phone 0330 660 1120
Order Online easybathrooms.com
Order In Store (Nationwide)
UK’s largest bathroom & tile
distribution centre

13 Stores located across the country

*Terms and conditions apply. E & OE

*XDUDQWHHGV\VWHPVDIHW\IRUWKHZKROHÁRRUWRZDOOV\VWHP
wedi’s versatile products and system components are not only highly practical and reliable, but they also open up a whole new world of
design possibilities for wetrooms and bathrooms.
All components are designed to interlock and work with other wedi system components and accessories , that truly complete your shower
LQVWDOODWLRQDQGZDWHUSURRÀQJV\VWHP
100%
waterproof

Thermally
insulating

Think quality...

Very low
weight

Ready to
be tiled

Think reassurance...

Wheelchair
accessible

Easy to cut
on site

Think versatility...

Installation
advantages save
time and money

Think

ZHGL6\VWHPV 8. /WGÃ8QLW0HUFXU\3DUNÃ0HUFXU\:D\Ã7UDRUG3DUNÃ0/<ÃTel:ÃFax: 
https://www.facebook.com/wediuk · info@wedi.co.uk · www.wedi.co.uk · https://twitter.com/wediuk









Wetrooms made easy
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M A X X U S
THE 3RD GENERATION WET DECK

With our featured Maxxus Wet Deck Kit
(the strongest on the market), easy-to-use
tanking kits or membranes, and a wide
selection of drains, it’s easy to install a
luxurious wetroom anywhere in the home.
Add on our designer grids and extensive
range of stylish accessories and it’s easy to
find the right product for any environment.
Ask for our latest Price List today!

www.wetroominnovations.com
01629 815500

      

STRUCTURAL WARRANTY
SITE INSURANCE
SITE SURVEYS

Self
Build
Zone

Self-Build Zone provides Site Insurance
and liability cover for anyone starting
new building works, as well as covering
any existing structures on site.
Our Approved Inspectors can
facilitate all survey services you may
need during the build or for the
warranty provision. On completion,
Build-Zone can provide you with a
10 Year Structural Warranty.

For more information or to obtain a quotation go online at

www.selfbuildzone.com


or Call the Self-Build Zone Team on

0345 230 9874
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© Alan Berryman

THE BEST LAID PLANS
For many self-builders, finding a plot to build on is the biggest hurdle, but
for one retired couple using their own land proved just as problematic, for a
host of reasons. Roseanne Field reports

S

et back from the main A22 road and
tucked in to a tight site behind large trees
and bushes, it’s hard to fathom why Alan
and Elizabeth Berryman’s self-build in the
desirable East Sussex town of East Grinstead
would have initially been refused planning
permission.
But the couple’s journey has by no means
been an easy one.
Their substantial and elegant current house,
built in the 1960s, is situated in a large plot at
the end of a long driveway, the garden
including a small parcel of land to the front
where they initially decided to build a modest
new home for Elizabeth’s elderly mother.
Sectioned off by an assortment of trees, the
plot is in line with various other houses that
have been built on adjacent plots throughout
the years.
TWO-YEAR STRUGGLE
The first hurdle was arranging a meeting with a
planning officer – at a cost of £100 – at
Haywards Heath Council, to discuss the way
forward. Showing up for the appointment,
they found they were meeting someone
who dealt only with extensions and couldn’t
help them.
They were told that while there was no
guarantee they would meet the relevant




A visit to Grand
Designs Live proved to
be a turning point
person, they would have to apply for
another meeting, and find another £100.
Upon hearing this, “my mouth dropped
open,” says Elizabeth, who ran a chocolate
shop before retiring, adding: “The more I
try to find out about planning, the more I
realise I don’t know.”
Nevertheless they persevered, and it was
during this second meeting they discovered
that their proposed plot was classified as ‘C1
countryside’, meaning it can only be built on in
exceptional circumstances. Despite being
somewhat disheartened, a visit to Grand
Designs Live proved to be a turning point.
“We met a young designer called Will Foster
who had won several awards,” explains
Elizabeth. “He said, ‘I’ll get your planning
permission,’ and a great deal of time and
money later, he did.”
The design that was eventually given
approval was a low, circular house with a small
chunk missing to allow for existing trees. Alan,
a former IT specialist, explains that as well as

ABOVE
The house had to be rotated so
that it faces the hedge
bordering the A22 road
OPPOSITE
The construction of the
Scandia-Hus was one of the
most straightforward parts of
the whole process

LOW POINT
“I think the most
frustrating thing is still
the planning permission.
It took far too long and
was far too irritating.”
Elizabeth Berryman
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two bedrooms, it had a lounge and open-plan
kitchen diner, and its circular design allowed
every inch of space to be utilised. “It was quite
clever, actually,” he says. However, during 18
months of design tweaks required to get
through planning Elizabeth’s mother passed
away, which naturally meant the project was
put on hold.
Despite the trouble their design had faced
getting planning, permission for two new
houses was granted on an adjacent plot of
land fractionally bigger than their site, and
demolition began within six weeks of the
previous owner moving out. It was this state of
affairs that steeled their determination to go
ahead and build.

A CHANGE OF PLAN
Although the ‘round house’ design had
planning, they decided against it due to cost,
opting instead for a two-storey dwelling, as
Alan explains, saying: “It worked out that it
would be the same cost to build a two-storey
house.” They also contemplated selling the
land, but decided it wasn’t worth it, due to
the risk that “somebody could build
anything.”
Following all the delays, they wanted
something that would be quick to build, as
well as good quality, so they paid a visit to the
nearby showroom of Swedish timber frame ‘kit
home’ firm Scandia-Hus. Impressed, they
decided on a two-storey, split roof design

Water Management Solutions

Over 60 Years
Experience

*UHDW2ȴHUV
on Kingspan’s Domestic
Rainwater Harvesting Range
LOW COST INSTALLATION

IRUVHOIEXLOGSURMHFWVRU
UHVLGHQWLDOGHYHORSPHQWV

Special Prices on
ENVIREAU GRAVITY and
ENVIREAU DIRECT Systems
Available from stock and
only while stocks last!

With the recent spell of warm and
dry weather, limited rainfall has
once again led to calls for parts
of the UK to use water wisely.
Introducing the new Gamma RWH Home
and Garden range designed with Time,
Cost and the Environment in mind.
Saving Time -:LWKRXUQHZ
VKDOORZGLJWDQNWKHLQVWDOODWLRQ
WLPHLVYDVWO\UHGXFHGIRU
\RXUSURSHUW\
Saving Costs -ZLWKZDWHUSULFHV
LQFUHDVLQJDQGVXSSO\FRPLQJXQGHU
SUHVVXUHD.LQJVSDQWDQNFRVWVOHVV
WRLQVWDOODQGFDQVDYHXSWR
RI\RXURQVLWHZDWHUXVH
Saving the Environment :DWHULVDVFDUFHUHVRXUFHDQG
RXULQIUDVWUXFWXUHLVFRQVWDQWO\
VWUXJJOLQJWRNHHSXSZLWKGHPDQG
RXUHQHUJ\HȵFLHQWV\VWHP
KHOSVRXUHQYLURQPHQW

NEW
Gamma Home &
Garden Range

&RQWDFWXVIRU\RXUVXPPHUVSHFLDORȴHURQ
T:  E: NODUJHVWHU#NLQJVSDQFRP
RUYLVLWXVRQOLQHDW www.kingspanklargester.com

HIGH POINT
“Without a doubt the
[building of the] house!”
Elizabeth Berryman



which would limit the height of the house and
thus make it more discreet.
However there was a further twist in the
tale. Alan and Elizabeth discovered that their
assigned planning officer, having not been in
agreement with the decision to allow
permission for the houses next door to their
plot, was not minded to grant further
planning. This was complicated by objections
from a neighbour to the house (seemingly
sensibly) facing the driveway, claiming it
would overlook their swimming pool, despite
numerous tall trees in between. Confusingly,
the planning officer said that “he would have
granted permission, if we had any trees!”,
comments Elizabeth.
The house had to be rotated 90 degrees so
that it now faces the hedge dividing the plot
from the road beyond it, but this meant the
design had to be altered. “It was going to have
a carport on the side with a balcony above it so
you could see the South Downs,” explains
Alan. It also had to reduced by a metre
horizontally, in order to sit at least five metres
away from another neighbour’s trees. “This
made things like wall widths and positioning of
things much more critical than they would have
been,” says Alan. A bath was to go in one of
the ensuites, but had to be replaced by a
shower: “It’s only a metre, but that has made a
lot of difference,” adds Elizabeth.
They sought the help of a local councillor,
who along with Scandia-Hus helped them
fight their case with the planning department.
They attended the planning meeting, and

were finally granted permission – with a
majority of 11 to one.
BUILDING (FINALLY) BEGINS
Once actual activity began on site, things went
a little more smoothly. However there was a
costly misunderstanding with the drainage
system. A surface water drain was mistaken for
a sewage drain, meaning a pumped system
had to be connected to an alternative drain at
the rear of their existing house – at a notinsubstantial cost of £15,000.
Things really began to motor in October
2016, but Alan and Elizabeth weren’t there to
see it. Following what was a stressful few
months, they flew to America for a well-earned
break as the block and beam floor was being
laid, but returned to find a very a different
scene on their plot. “We went away for five
weeks and when we got back we had a
house!” says Elizabeth.
The relatively compact four-bedroom house
began as a simple adaptation of a Scandia-Hus
model but became more and more bespoke
with the necessary changes required to
achieve planning. It has been constructed
using a combination of blockwork and timber
frame with the ground floor rendered and the
first floor covered in wood-effect cladding. The
roof design reduces the height of the building
to the extent that it isn’t visible from their
existing house.
There are three bathrooms, including two
ensuites, plus an additional downstairs WC.
The bathrooms have all been finished to a




CONTACTS/
SUPPLIERS
SCANDIA-HUS
www.scandia-hus.co.uk

INSURANCE:

CRL
www.c-r-l.com

TILES:

Barge Tiles
bargetiles.co.uk

SEWAGE PUMP:

Kingspan Klargester
www.kingspanklargester.com
(Installed by Coppard Plant
Hire, www.coppard.co.uk)

KITCHEN UNITS:

Schüller
www.schueller.de/en/
index.htm

KITCHEN APPLIANCES:

Bosch; Cookology
(halogen hob)
www.bosch.co.uk/en/uk
www.thewrightbuy.co.uk/
cookology

KITCHEN SINKS:

Carron Phoenix
www.carron.com

BATHROOM FIXTURES
& FITTINGS:

Pura; RAK Ceramics;
R2; Kudos; Carron;
Thomas Dudley
www.purabathrooms.co.uk
www.rakceramics.com/uk/en
www.r2bathrooms.co.uk
www.kudosshowers.co.uk
www.carronbathrooms.com
www.thomasdudley.co.uk

STAIRS:

Stairplan
stairplan.com

CLADDING:

Marley Eternit (Cedral)
www.marleyeternit.co.uk/
Facades/Weatherboard

CARPETS:

T P Martin
01342 326598

BUILDERS:

Head & Southon, Lingfield
01342 833833



The house began as a
simple adaptation of a
Scandia-Hus model
but became more and
more bespoke with the
necessary changes
required for planning
high standard and are fully tiled. On the
ground floor, efficient warmth is provided by a
water underfloor heating system, while there
are radiators upstairs. One of the two ensuites
features another space-saving addition, an
electrically-heated wall, which is a clever
alternative to a heated towel rail. All of the
building’s windows are triple-glazed and
aluminium coated.
The two floors are connected with a central
modern oak staircase with a glass balustrade
which creates an impressive focal point upon
entering the house. No expense has been
spared in the kitchen, which sits to the left of
the entrance hall. The modern, dark brown
units feature three integrated ovens (two
standard and one steam), a microwave and
dishwasher, while an island/breakfast bar
houses the hob with a downdraft extractor that
sits hidden in the worktop when not in use. A
separate utility room includes space for a
washing machine and tumble dryer.
The living room sits to the right of the
hallway, a bright room with double doors
leading out to the garden. The landing
features a large window and skylight, while the
two front bedrooms benefit from floor to

ceiling windows, filling the space with light.
Leading off the driveway up to their existing
house, the new dwelling’s good-sized
driveway offers plenty of parking, and the rest
of the outside space is turfed. A row of hedges
will run up the side of the existing driveway to
give the house some privacy and separation.
As well as erecting the frame, Scandia-Hus
provided a full design service – including all
changes needed, as well as constructing the
entire framework including all internal
supporting walls. The main contractor Head &
Southon – recommended by Scandia-Hus –
managed the project and sub-contracted all
other trades, including the groundworkers who
constructed the block and beam floor.
The main contractor is based locally, which
Alan and Elizabeth say has been a major
advantage compared with working with a
London-based builder – as has been their
previous experience. “It makes a big
difference,” Alan says.
The majority of the construction work took
place over winter which meant predictable
delays caused by weather conditions and
Christmas and New Year. The blockwork got
wet during winter rains and therefore the
rendering was delayed while it dried out. They
also struggled to get hold of the edge tiles for
the roof which Alan puts down to “the general
slowdown in the industry last year.”
Scandia-Hus’ eco credentials as well as build
quality influenced the couple’s decision to go
with the firm. However, the air tightness levels
provided means an MVHR ventilation system
will normally be required to remove stale air.
They planned to install this, but it had to be
abandoned as it upset the SAP (Standard
Assessment Procedure) calculations for
Building Regs compliance. “If we wanted that
we would have had to have a woodburner,”




says Elizabeth, “but we didn’t, so we had to go
around it.” They instead installed extractor
fans in the toilets and could also only use a
certain type of combi boiler to satisfy SAP. But
looking on the bright side, she says: “Actually
it saved us quite a bit of money!”
The installation of the utilities also proved
somewhat frustrating. “The services were a
nightmare,” Alan says. They arranged for the
water and electrics work to be done on the
same day to prevent the road from being dug
up twice, but only one of the two turned up.
They also experienced a wait between each
step of the electrics and gas installation –
having to wait for one job to be finished
before the next could even be arranged. “It’s a
sequential problem,” Alan says.
They also had to pay £3,500 for a telegraph
pole to be moved 15 feet and discovered that
the utility companies “will not work under
scaffolding,” says Alan. He says, resignedly:
“It’s the little things like the services that have
caused us more grief than building the house.”
LESSONS LEARNED
Reflecting on their experience, they agree
there are lessons for others from what was an
expensive process. “It really is quite scary,”
says Elizabeth. “For example, suddenly all
sorts of people want different surveys which
all cost money.” Alan gives one example of an
unexpected sudden charge in the form of the
SANG (Suitable Alternative Natural




Greenspace) payment, which they discovered
was compulsory when building on empty
land. They also found themselves paying a
fee for the build due to it being within 7 km of
the Ashdown Forest, plus various soil tests.
Elizabeth says one of her biggest frustrations
with the process is what she perceives as a lack
of rights when appealing decisions or arguing
additional or unnecessary charges. She cites
the example of the drainage issue, for which
they paid the council for a sewage map only to
find it so out of date their existing house isn’t
even on it. “You pay your money and there’s
no redress,” she says.
They have also found other extra costs
cropping up that hadn’t originally been
allowed for. “Because we’ve got a slightly
sloping site, we’ve had an additional cost to
put steps down out the back,” says Alan,
giving one example.
ENDING ON A HIGH
Although the project has taken longer than
they had originally anticipated, Alan and
Elizabeth had no specific deadline to finish by
and so were not feeling unduly stressed as the
project neared its end. Says Elizabeth: “On the
whole, it’s most likely taken longer than we
thought it would, but our motto throughout
was ‘It doesn’t matter’.”
The ‘inside-first’ efficiency of the ScandiaHus construction method has impressed Alan.
“Because they put the interior of the house up


“We like the house, we
think it’s been well
built and we haven’t
really had any
problems on that
front – we would build
another!”
first, it’s waterproof and all the windows go in
straight away, they’re able to work through all
the cold weather.” He adds: “You haven’t got
these scenes like you see on TV where all the
water’s pouring in.” Elizabeth agrees it was a
very smooth process: “It went up easily and
they were there to support us.”
They are still undecided as to what they will
do with the house once completed. But despite
the rollercoaster ride they’ve been on to get
here, remarkably the pair say they would take
on a self-build again – providing they could find
land with some form of building, and therefore
utilities, already in place!
“We like the house, we think it’s been well
built and we haven’t really had any problems
on that front,” summarises Elizabeth. “We
would build another!”
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SEWAGE TREATMENT
PLANTS FOR PROPERTIES
WITHOUT MAINS DRAINAGE
• Simple process
• Simple installation
• Economical maintenance
• Tested to EN 12566 - Part 3

NEW ‘T9’
FOR 9
PERSONS

‘T6’

AIR BLOWERS
AND SPARES
RAINWATER
HARVESTING
Tel: 01278 786104
Fax: 01278 793380
Email: sales@biodigester.com

www.biodigester.com
Burnham Environmental Services Ltd.
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bespoke doors & windows in timber, aluminium & composite
rs

10 yealying

of supp rs and
de
self buil provers
home im

We manufacture, supply and install:

folding sliding doors
sliding doors
french doors
single doors

windows
shaped glazed screens
entrance doors
roof lights

telephone

01487 740044
info@kloeber.co.uk





www.kloeber.co.uk

Visit our showrooms in London,
Cambridgeshire or Buckinghamshire

see website for directions
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Bi-fold door
specification
made clear

When it comes to buying bi-fold doors, there are
various factors to bear in mind before laying out
cash on such an important purchase. Solarlux
breaks down the key areas to consider

I

t may not seem so to the casual
observer, but bi-folding doors are not
all built equal: the quality and finish
can vary enormously and there is no
substitute for seeing, operating and
‘feeling’ the product for yourself. The
mechanism and ease of use can vary
drastically between brands.
A bi-folding door can be superb
addition to your home, adding value and
saleability for many years; however some
brands use cheaper parts which could
result in a shorter lifespan and demand
more upkeep. For example, nylon
runners are far less effective and not as
long lasting in comparison to their more
robust stainless steel counterparts.
WEATHER RESISTANCE
High quality manufacturers produce
secure systems which don’t rattle in the
wind and offer extensive noise reduction
from both weather and traffic noise – an
important factor for any door.
With a good quality bi-fold door you
can achieve a noise reduction of 44 dB
and full protection from the elements
during inclement weather, while still
allowing natural light to flood through
the property, bringing a homely warmth
to relax and unwind in.
Sometimes people ask ‘how can I
determine whether a bi-fold system
meets my requirements?’ Michelle
Spangehl, marketing manager at
Solarlux, explains: “I have come across
this question many times during
exhibitions. My advice is to ask for
certificates that indicate the system’s
performance. For instance, DIN EN
regulations for protection against
driving rain, resistance to wind load


and air permeability.
“As an example Solarlux always tests
its systems to the highest standards so
that we’re able to achieve protection
against driving rain up to class 9A, wind
load B4 and air permeability class 3
according to DIN EN regulations.
Another tip is to ask for cross sections of
the doors. The more sophisticatedly
engineered the profiles and floor
tracks the better the performance –
be it weather resistance, security or
thermal efficiency.”
THERMAL PERFORMANCE
Although bi-folding doors are all about
creating open spaces, they also need to
perform when closed. Many
manufacturers now offer triple glazed
doors and are pushing this product
option. However, it’s not necessarily all
about triple or double glazing – if the
profiles are of high quality triple glazing
won’t be necessary to reach the key Uw
value for window thermal performance
of 1.1. If the door’s frame is of poor
quality triple glazing will not offset the
difference.
It’s worth keeping in mind that the
quality of a bi-fold door is also
determined by what you cannot see.
Generally, heat is lost via the profiles, so
high quality manufacturers incorporate
precisely engineered thermal breaks (air
chambers) in order to reach a low
U-value and prevent condensation. When
comparing Uw values ask manufacturers if
they have considered the profile and
frame within their calculation – often they
refer to the glass only.
Previously to achieve a Passivhaus
standard you had to choose a system

All images © Solarlux





We’ve taken the worry out of home
improvement
When you choose any glazing solution from IDSystems,
you can relax knowing that you’ve had the highest
UVCPFCTFQHSWCNKV[FGUKIPVJGTOCNGHƂEKGPE[UCHGV[
and security installed in your home. We’ll also give you
a no-stress 10-year guarantee on our glazing system
and workmanship for even more peace of mind.

CONTACT US
t 01603 408 804 e info@idsystems.co.uk idsystems.co.uk

BI-FOLD DOORS
SLIDING DOORS
GLASS BALUSTRADES
SLIDE & TURN SYSTEMS
MOVEABLE WALLS
WINDOW & ROOF SYSTEMS
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All images © Solarlux

manufactured with a combination of
timber and aluminium; however, this has
now changed. The Bi-Fold Door by
Solarlux is believed to be the first
aluminium system to achieve thermal
transmittance values corresponding to
the guidelines for Passivhaus suitability,
with a Uw value as low as 0.8 W/m2K.
Achieving good thermal performance
doesn’t mean compromising on current
contemporary design trends.
BE SECURITY AWARE
With bi-folding doors featuring so much
glass and making your house open for all
to see, you may fear it could attract
uninvited guests. Three point locking is a
must, and five point is even better.
Glass should be toughened and a
minimum of 4 mm thick – you may even
choose laminated glass as an upgraded
safer option.
The optional security specification RC2
for bi-folds and RC3 for sliders is a
European security upgrade which is
similar to Secured by Design, the
certification preferred by the British
police. This means that the system will
withstand a prolonged attempted
break-in and it comprises additional
covers for various door components,
making them even less accessible for



There is no
substitute for
seeing,
operating and
‘feeling’ the
product for
yourself
burglars. These additional security
specifications are available for selected
aluminium systems only, but generally
high quality bi-folds will provide good
security as standard.
SLIDING VS FOLDING
The alternative to bi-folding doors is
sliding doors. Subject to design and
type, they are often the more expensive
option. Sliding doors are usually made
up of two, three or four panels with
one or two panels fixed. When closed,
you can enjoy uninterrupted views
outside due to the fact there are less
vertical profiles than with bi-folds;

however, there is always an occupied
area reducing the overall usable
opening width.
Martijn Venema, managing director of
Solarlux generally advises: “Sliding doors
work best closed, bi-folds work best
open. A solution should be chosen
depending on the room and the
situation. For example, adult-only and
pet-free families can choose either,
whereas families with busy lifestyles, pets
and or children can rather choose a bifolding door.”
Where the space is often used a bifolding door is recommended, as it is
typically easier to open as one panel can
serve as a traffic door. Kitchens
especially are where the family and
friends often gather, so a bi-fold enables
maximum access to the garden.
However, large houses with fantastic
views might rather choose a sliding door
to enjoy an almost completely
uninterrupted view.
Both sliding and folding doors can
create a seamless transition from house
to garden and can be combined with a
glass or brick extension. Consult your
local dealer, compare the doors’ features
and test and try the systems to find your
own bespoke product solution that suits
your personal needs.





Just one touch tells you
all you need to know
Operate a Schueco sliding door and the rigidity, effortless action and solid
clunk as it closes proclaim one thing: quality.
Systems include doors that slide, lift-and-slide and use frameless technology
to deliver outstanding panoramic views. Also available: slender-profiled
windows, slimline façades and super-secure entrance doors, all with
the highest levels of insulation that can be up to Passive House standard.
For German engineering made in Britain, there’s only one name.
For more information and your nearest Schueco Partner installers:
www.schueco.co.uk
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Price & Buy

Online: duration.co.uk

Weather Rated Low Threshold
Secured by Design
Tested to PAS:24
Concealed Hinges
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Bifold & Patio Doors • Roofs
Steel Replacement Heritage Windows
Aluminium Doors • Secondary Glazing

Call Us: 01268 681612

01268 681612

       







Replacement aluminium windows
for period and new homes

The Conservation Range
steel reinforced natural
hardwood doors
entrance doors
internal feature doors
garage doors
steel reinforced natural hardwood doors
oversized doors
entrance doors | internal feature doors | garage doors
passive houseJLY[PÄLKKVVYZ
oversized doors | passive houseJLY[PÄLKKVVYZ
made and designed in UK

urbanfront.co.uk
visit
new website
+44our
(0)1494
778787

 Single or dual RAL colours
 (YH[LKLULYN`LMÄJPLUJ`
 Fit into timber or direct to stone UK manufactured

For expert advice call 08008 401 508
www.thwc.co.uk
Showrooms at: Sevenoaks Dorking Beaconsfield Loughton

urbanfront.com | 01494 778787
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Specialists in stone cladding
Contact us for specialist services and advice by calling 01869 220 050. Alternatively you
can email us on info@century-stone.co.uk or visit the website www.century-stone.co.uk
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Naturally beautiful
Stone Federation’s Matt Robb discusses what he sees as the
unique visual appeal of natural stone, and what you should
consider before using it in your self-build

I

n a sector where aesthetics and
durability are equally important and
individuality is a unique selling point,
natural stone is the ideal material.
Quarried and mined from the earth,
and thus bearing unique characteristics
that are the result of complex geological
processes, natural stone offers the
specifier more than just a material – it
offers a story.
No two pieces of natural stone will be
exactly the same, and when its use is
embraced by specifiers, this material can
provide a wealth of options in both
texture and colour.



Stone Federation is the official trade
association for the natural stone
industry, working with specifiers,
architects, designers and clients to
connect you with the ideal material and
company for your project. The
federation has over 100 years’
experience helping the professional
understand and therefore benefit from
the inimitable qualities of natural stone.
CHOOSING STONE
Selecting the right material for the
project in hand is crucial to the success
of any job, and there are three key steps

to follow to ensure correct stone
selection for a particular project.
The first step is to ensure that the
samples are up to the task in hand,
namely giving you a true representation
of what the final product will look like.
One key factor in this is looking at
range/control samples. These will show
you the range of geological
characteristics typically found within the
bed of stone as opposed to the small
snapshot you would find in a single
indicative sample piece. This helps avoid
any confusion as to what the finished
floor, wall or countertop will look like.






ARTIFICIAL STONE MANUFACTURER
IN LANCASHIRE

Eccles Stone is a family run business with over 30 years experience in the
manufacturing of Artificial Pre Cast Stone Products. We are committed to
producing quality products and providing first class customer service.
We supply all types and sizes of commercial, residential and private projects
throughout the UK. We have a large range of products which includes Artificial
Stone Lintels, Cills, Mullions, Jambs Quoins, Steps, Porticos and Bay Windows
and we can also manufacture bespoke units to your own specification.

adrian.ecclesstone@yahoo.co.uk
01995 671151 www.ecclesstone.com
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This unique
material can
provide a
wealth of
options in
both texture
and colour
However, it is worth bearing in mind
that this is a natural product, and
therefore each stone will have its own
unique features.
The second step is the quarry or mine
visit. Stone Federation strongly advises
that a visit is made so that the stone
proposed for the project can be carefully
inspected. This is also the ideal stage at
which to involve an independent stone
consultant to come and provide you
with an expert opinion. This allows you
to be a part of the unique journey of
your material; to connect the final
material to its origins and story.
The last of these three steps is the
technical assessment of the stone. There
are various tests that help build a picture
of a stone’s potential suitability for a
particular application, and while past
projects are a good indicator, recent test
data on the CE certificate and
Declaration of Performance should be
examined. Natural stone is the ideal
material for a wide range of applications,
but choosing the right materials for the
desired application is important, and this
is where testing can really help.
When it comes to choosing the right
stone for the project in hand, it’s worth
exploring the wealth of options that
natural stone offers the architectural
industry.
The Natural Stone Awards celebrate
the best examples of the use of natural
stone across a wide range of
applications. The winners are a
showcase of the successful use of
natural stone in cladding, interiors,
repair and restoration, landscaping
and so much more.
Both the 2014 and 2016 awards saw a
wide range of natural stones used in the
successful projects stretching all the way
from British limestones through to Italian
marbles. The finished projects cover
everything from the dramatic to the
understated, but all have one thing in
common – the architect or designers’


skill in choosing the perfect stone for the
desired applications.
NATURAL STONE’S OFFERING
From the fossils found in limestone to
the natural, subtle layers of slate, texture
is a strong selling point for using natural
stone. The three-dimensional dynamic
that a feature wall of unpolished,
naturally textured stone can provide is
stunning and definitely a trend that is on
the increase.
Unlike many other materials, the same
piece of stone can be finished in a
number of ways to provide the texture
best suited to the application. Flamed,
honed, blasted, sanded, polished and
line textured are all finishes that can give
the same piece of stone a very different
visual impact.
When it comes to creating visual
impact, geological striations and natural
colour streaks found in marble creates a
striking aesthetic which is seen across a
wide range of applications, from hotel
lobbies and city cladding projects
through to floors and church steeples. In
a market where individuality is key, the
unique visuals that natural stone can
create are striking, bringing
a strong identity to interior spaces of
all description.
Stone also of course has strong
credentials on durability. As a result of
the geological processes, the thousands
of years of compression, natural stone is
an incredibly hard-wearing material. You

need only look at the centuries-old
limestone clad streets of London, the
granite paved streets of Aberdeen or
the Clipsham stone-rich buildings of
Oxford to see evidence of the longevity
of this natural material.
FINDING THE RIGHT FIRM
Stone Federation has a membership of
over 240 natural stone firms, covering
everything from international stone
suppliers and British quarry operators
through to design consultants and
sealant manufacturers. Each member is
vetted and approved and has access to
a vast resource of technical backup,
training and guidance documents on all
the latest Government legislation and
guides to best practice.
There are a number of ways in which
you can find the right company for your
project. The Natural Stone Source Book
acts as a source of information and
inspiration, containing a full directory of
members alongside project profiles. The
‘Search for a Member’ tool on the
website allows you to find the right
member for your specific project
requirements.
Our free technical helpline is also a
great way of accessing expert advice on
everything from stone selection and
tolerances through to British Standards
and slip resistance.
Matt Robb is digital media executive at
Stone Federation
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Maximising the
benefits from below

Toby Howard-Willis of JG Speedfit offers some
advice on how to achieve the full benefit of an
insulated underfloor heating system

T

he self-builder market is
increasingly looking towards
underfloor heating (UHF) systems
as a cost and energy efficient way to
heat a building. However, the energy
savings that UFH can deliver to a
homeowner often fail to be maximised
because the correct design protocols
have not been followed.
Modern homes have a number of
inherent heat loss areas built into their
design, which can limit the effectiveness
of UFH. One way of countering this is
by considering the right type of
insulation at the design stage.
UFH is becoming increasingly popular
with the self-build market, for a number
of reasons. It offers a more convenient
alternative to traditional radiator
heating systems. Not only is the system
essentially invisible, since it works by
tubing embedded in the floor, but it
can also be cheaper to run and is often
more energy efficient than radiators.
It works by pumping a controlled flow
of warm water from any heat source such
as a boiler or heat pump, through pipes
installed underneath the floor. This also
means that pipework is hidden, and
there is no need to hang traditional
radiators on the wall, which can take up
considerable space in properties.
INSULATION
Insulation is an important consideration
when installing UFH – we always
recommend that self-builders install
insulation with UFH systems. It ensures
that as much heat as possible goes
upwards into the house, limiting the
amount of heat which travels down into
the ground.
The general rule is that the
more insulation you have, the smaller
the amount of heat you are losing
through the external fabric of a
building. This also means that the




heating demand on your UFH system is
greatly reduced.
MATERIALS
Multiple types of suitable insulation
exist, falling into various categories.
You can have polystyrene insulation,
which is considered the more traditional
type, or glass fibre insulation, a product
commonly used in lofts.
Some builds will require glass fibre
insulation. This is often used for joisted
floors on the ground and for the first
floor in older buildings where it is used
with spreader plate systems.
A lot of self-builders also like to use
an expanded foam insulation with a foil
backing. This has particularly good heat
retention properties.
Which of these materials will be more
effective largely depends on the
application and the type of building.
However, it is almost a foregone
conclusion that at least 95 per cent of
new builds or extensions will use a foilbacked foam insulation.
Generally speaking, the way modern
buildings are being constructed means
they’re creating a demand for
expanded foam insulation. For many
years, self-builders and installers used
very basic insulation which had to be
extremely thick. Expanded foam has a
significantly higher heat retention rate
than many other forms of insulation.
The advent of expanded foam has also
greatly reduced properties’ heat loss.
FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Once you have selected your type of
insulation, there are still further
decisions that need consideration. For
example, the position of insulation
within the floor structure always needs
to be considered. In 2002, changes
were made to Building Regulations,
stating that all new builds must have

Insulation
ensures that as
much heat as
possible goes
upwards into
the house
insulation below the concrete slab. All
screeded floors will already have
insulation below them, regardless of
whether an UFH system is installed.
When it comes to the question of
how much insulation to use, the answer
is – really as much as possible.
Regardless of whether or not UFH is
installed, you can never have too much
insulation under a floor.
Most properties will emit a fairly
constant amount of heat due to
windows and doors. Even the best
quality double glazed unit will emit heat
a lot more easily than a brick wall
would. When you consider the current
trend to have open plan rooms in
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The way
modern
buildings are
being
constructed
means they’re
creating a
demand for
expanded foam
insulation
modern buildings, and more glass and
windows, insulation becomes even
more important since the heat loss
areas have been increased.
There are also various aspects to take
into account when installing insulation
in order to ensure you get it right first

time. The type of building, floor
construction, and height allowance of
the floor will all help to dictate which
type of insulation to use.
It’s always advisable to use an UFH
manufacturer that offers a free of
charge consultation and full design

service prior to commencing any
project. Some will further support this
with aftersales technical support,
should it ever be needed.
Toby Howard-Willis is technical sales
manager at JG Speedfit

THOMAS CARTER LTD
building tomorrows standards today

We are an innovative company who specialise in the design and building of
sustainable homes, extensions and conversions. Our main form of structure
utilises Structural Insulated Panels. These panels are extremely versatile in
their application and provide unrivalled performance both in air tightness and
insulation. We are a registered delivery partner for Kingspan Tek the leading
producer in the UK and Europe for insulation Technologies.

0845 263 8250
www.thomascarter.co.uk







HOME STYLING

INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION
Interior designer Gina Everett of Create Perfect
gives some style tips on achieving the key current
trend of a modern industrial look in the kitchen

T

rends by their nature tend to come
and go in interiors, but when
considering designing a kitchen,
homeowners will want to ensure they are
making sound investments which will
stand the test of time. There are many
decisions to be made when choosing a
kitchen design, from the style of the
cabinets to appliances, flooring and
furniture, all of which need to work
together to create a fluid, functional and
beautifully-designed space.
Recent projects of ours have taken a
lot of style inspiration from the ‘modern
industrial’ trend – a basic and earthy style
that uses industrial textures. By working
to achieve the correct balance in an
eclectic mix of modern and rustic design
elements, a modern industrial-styled
kitchen can look as good in a country
home as it does in a chic city apartment.





CREATING INDUSTRIAL STYLE
The style often incorporates and makes
the best of existing features. In
renovation projects this might include
exposed brick, wooden beams or
original wooden or tiled flooring. In
modern homes this could be steel
beams, polished concrete floors or
exposed pipes seen in warehouse style
apartments. Plainer, earthier oaks on
floors or furniture are best suited to
complement the ‘industrial’ materials.
Although the style works with both
modern flat panel and traditional shaker
style cabinets, avoid gloss kitchen
cabinets or highly grained woods such
as walnut or cherry. A neutral colour
palette is ideal, naturally achieved with
warm woods, metals and brickwork
which can be exposed to their original
colour for a warm feel to the kitchen or
painted without plaster to add contrast
to the scheme.
Adding colour to this style of kitchen
should be carefully considered as the
main interest comes from the mixture of
textures and the contrast of modern and
retro styling. However, bold dark
neutrals work well. Blacks, greys, dark
blues and dark greens all complement
the natural materials perfectly.
CHOOSING APPLIANCES, FURNITURE
& LIGHTING
For appliances take inspiration from
working commercial kitchens. Stainless
steel range cookers and fridges, shower
taps and large dual sinks are all
influences from restaurant kitchens
which have become common in homes
and add to the industrial feel. Butler
sinks are practical, hardwearing and a
timeless trend in kitchen design. Retro
furniture and lighting are a must-have in
this style of kitchen.
For feature lighting, look for reclaimed

factory lighting – go for glass domes
with old-fashioned Edison bulbs or
simply hanging from the ceiling on old
fashioned twined fabric cable. When it
comes to furniture antique and retro
pieces work really well. Look for chunky
wooden tables, metal or leather chairs
and stools. Accessorise with warm
colours, natural textiles such as wool or
linen and plants.
It’s reassuring to know that getting the
on-trend modern industrial look needn’t
cost the earth. The mix and match style
of old and new means you can make
savings by making the best of existing
features and sourcing reclaimed
materials such as floorboards and cast
iron radiators. Antique furniture looks
great in these kitchens and is a cost
effective and sustainable way to
complete your project.


The mix-and-match
style of old and new
means you can
make savings
CASE STUDY IN THE COTSWOLDS
A feature of a recent refurbishment of
a large family kitchen diner in a home
in the Cotswolds was blocks of colour,
added by using painted kitchen
cabinets. After initial meetings, I
collaborated with the client remotely
using online folders to collate ideas.
3D renders were then created to
illustrate exactly how the finished
project would look. In completing
the project we harnessed our
network of sources for trades and
furnishings to save our client lots of
time and money.
Achieving the look comes hand in
hand with great craftsmanship.
Sourcing a quality handcrafted kitchen



from an independent kitchen company
meant the client could add some
unique touches. Deep blue painted
kitchen cabinets in Zoffany Paint’s
‘Como Blue’ are enhanced with
traditional brass cup kitchen handles.
A natural stone floor and Farrow and
Ball’s ‘Ammonite’ grey white walls
keep the kitchen light and bright
while allowing the cabinets to be the
star of the show. Warm wooden
shelves made of reclaimed oak
provide storage to display vintage
treasures. The grey doors lead to
an old fashioned pantry and utility
space with signs on the glass to lead
the way.

PICTURED
Cabinets with brass handles and painted in a
deep blue stand out against a contrasting natural
stone floor and grey white walls
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Learn more

Call us

osmouk.com

01296 481220

WOOD FLOORS
TINTED
TO
PERFECTION

POLYX® -OIL TINTS: Highest quality colour and protection
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FIXTURES & FINISHES

Bespoke v ready made:
which is right for you?

Both bespoke furniture and ready-made pieces have their own set of
benefits for self-builds – Selfbuilder & Homemaker speaks to two experts in
the field to get their views on which way to go

O

nce the walls are painted, the
floors are laid and the wiring and
plumbing is all finished, it’s time
to start thinking about what furniture will
be decorating your new home. One of
the first choices to be made when buying
furniture is whether to commission a
bespoke piece or buy a professionallydesigned, readily-available item.
Perhaps you’ve had a plan for your
furnishings right from the beginning of
the project, or perhaps seeing it come to
life has given you reason to rethink your
choices. Whatever stage you’re at,
finding the perfect pieces of furniture to
turn your house into a home can be as
challenging as it is exciting.
BESPOKE
“Bespoke furniture is a great option if
you’re looking for something that’s
unique to your home,” comments Adam
Brown, director at The Painted Furniture
Company. “You may have a certain
awkward space you’d like to fill, or a
particular colour scheme in mind.
Whatever you’re planning, going for a
tailored option means your furniture fits
your specifications exactly, without
having to compromise.”
Having furniture that’s been made to
measure means it can be completely
customised to your requirements or style,
explains Adam. “These designs can
include highly efficient storage
capabilities, be it concealing office
equipment and wiring or including
additional storage,” he says. “By looking
at your own requirements, you can
ensure that the piece of furniture fits
precisely into your life and does exactly
what you need it to. For example, if you
have a huge shoe collection, why not ask
about including a shoe rack within your
wardrobe, or extra storage space
underneath your bedframe?”
Bespoke furniture can also be
designed to match the specific space, no



matter how inaccessible or small. “This
can be particularly useful in smaller
spaces or rooms that are an unusual
shape,” Adam continues. “Awkward
nooks and crannies, like the spot under
the stairs, might usually go unused but by
commissioning a piece to its exact
measurements, such as one of our
low bookcases, you can turn it into

a practical and beautiful feature of your
new home.”
Manufacturers of bespoke furniture can
also offer various options when it comes
to colour options etc. “Bespoke
manufacturers can offer collections in
bespoke sizes, along with a choice of
colours and handles to make each design
as personal as possible,” Adam
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When selecting
a piece of
furniture which
will stand in
your home for
years to come,
quality is the
most important
feature
concludes. “You can also let them know if
you want a certain combination of
drawers and shelves, or a certain finish.
On top of this, expert teams can even
colour match your furniture to ensure that
it fits into your scheme seamlessly.”
READY MADE
Alternatively, there are many of
beautiful ready-designed pieces
available on the market. Rachel
Edmonds, founder of Newtons Furniture
says: “Professionally designed furniture
is just that. It’s beautifully crafted and




designed by someone with years of
experience. Not only is professionallydesigned furniture more readily
available at the click of a button, but it
also looks and feels amazing.”
Ready made furniture is designed
and created by people who have a
passion for interior design, explains
Rachel. “Selecting the right pieces is a
wonderful way to imprint your
personality on the overall design of
your room,” she adds. “For example, if
you love the look of French furniture,
there is nothing like hand designed and
hand carved furniture. In this instance,
it’s always best to go with the experts
who specialise in a particular look. An
expert will always have knowledge on
what will and won’t work, and should
be happy to advise on what will work
best in your scheme. They take the
worry out of the design process.”
The other benefit to selecting
something ready made is the savings
that can be made from both a time and
cost perspective. “You don’t have to
wait weeks to sign off on a design and
can always be sure of finding other
furniture pieces to match your scheme,”
Rachel explains. Companies often
create complete sets of furniture,
meaning “you can create the perfect
room in your desired look safe in the
knowledge that each piece of furniture
complements the next,” Rachel says.

“More importantly, you can send it back
or exchange it should the colour, size or
design not live up to your
expectations.”
Both choices clearly have their
benefits. While bespoke furniture is
often more unique, and best for
distinctively shaped rooms,
professionally designed pieces are easy
to buy and are often a better option if
you’re looking for a stylised look.
Whatever path you take, one thing
which cannot be argued is the old
saying ‘buy cheap and buy twice’. When
selecting a piece of furniture which will
stand in your home for years to come,
often undertaking daily use, quality is
the most important feature. There are
many bespoke and pre-made furniture
companies in the UK which make the
most of dedicated experts and
craftsmen to ensure that their products
are of the very best quality and will
stand the test of time, so a bit of
research can go a long way in making
sure you get the best possible product
for your money.
The furniture you choose for your
dream home is a very personal decision.
What may be the best option for one
person may not be the same for
another, and so the best policy is to
consider all the options available, and
select the piece which fits best into your
lifestyle and design tastes.
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The classic Stanford stove
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Whether you’re looking for a feature
focal point to an open-plan living space
or a central attraction for a cosy living
room, there’s nothing like the warmth
and charm of a wood burning stove.
With a powerful heat output and
attractive view of the flickering flames
within, the Stanford collection will
instantly elevate any interior and can
even add value to your home. The
Stanford range is available in three
different models to suit your needs. Each
design is crafted from high quality cast iron with a traditional black
finish and is created to burn both seasoned wood and smokeless coal.
Please contact Eurostove for more details.

         

info@eurostove.co.uk

Capital Fireplaces offer a wide range of UK designed
contemporary and traditional fireplaces, fires and stoves



www.capitalfireplaces.co.uk
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Tread with
confidence

Complete Stair Systems’ Nick Rackham explains
how to choose a custom-made staircase while
sticking to a budget

A

staircase is generally the first
feature on view when entering a
property, meaning it creates the
perfect opportunity for a wonderful first
impression. Having a specially designed
staircase in the hallway will further
enhance this effect while reflecting on
the style of the property and the
character of the owner. Ultimately,
choosing the right stair is a really
important decision.
BUT HOW BESPOKE A STAIRCASE CAN YOUR
BUDGET STRETCH TO?
Bearing the importance of getting stairs
right in mind, while a closed softwood
flight with carpeted treads and risers
would be the most economical choice,
would it give the right impression? There
are several key elements to be
considered in specifying a more
interesting, custom-made flight with
open risers, which will affect the price.
THE SHAPE OF STAIRS TO COME
The simpler the shape of the staircase,
the cheaper the cost of the flight. A
straight flight staircase is therefore the
cheapest to produce, followed by a
quarter turn (90 degrees) and then a half
turn (180 degrees).
Spiral staircases (steps arranged
around a central pillar) can be fairly cost
effective depending on the materials
used. The most expensive option is to
add curves to the staircase – whether in
a complete curve (helical shaped) or just
with a swooping entrance. While a
curved stair can look stunning it costs a
significant amount to produce.
SUPPORTING STRUCTURE
Above and beyond the conventional
double timber stringer construction,
there are many other methods of
supporting the steps of a staircase.
Steel is very popular due to the fact a
smaller amount can support a greater




weight, and therefore appear less bulky
than timber. Steel stringers can be cut to
a specific desired shape or can be
located under the centre of the stair to
form a spine.
TREADS & BALUSTRADES
Hardwood is generally the first choice
for custom-made staircase treads but
glass, granite and stone are also
popular.
Conventional timber spindles tend to
be the standard balustrade on a basic
softwood stair, but for a more modern,
open and light feel a custom-made flight
is likely to have a glass balustrade or
stainless steel spindles or rails. Glass is
extremely popular and is generally held
in place between timber or steel newel
posts or bolted to the edge of the
stringers or treads to give a frameless
‘no newel’ appearance.
Horizontal rails are attractive and a
little less costly than glass, but check
your building inspector is happy with
them before purchasing. They can be
viewed as forming a ladder effect and
therefore being climbable.
Spindles are also available for custommade staircases and are often
constructed in steel or stainless
steel. They are generally thinner in
profile than their traditional timber
counterparts and the cost of spindles will
generally be less than glass, depending
on their finish.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Many custom-made, modern staircases
have open risers to allow the passage
of light. Building Regulations stipulate
that the gap between each step cannot
exceed 100 mm for safety reasons. All
specialist companies will be aware of
the Regulations and will have solutions
to reduce the gap, but if they have
multiple methods for doing this they
may not include the cost in their quote.

The staircase
creates the
perfect
opportunity
for a
wonderful first
impression
Instead they might list and cost the
options separately, so check the
quotation carefully.
Another item to consider that can add
considerably to the costs is the
requirement for a landing balustrade.
This is to offer protection around any
voids over the stairwell and generally
takes the form of a balustrade that
matches the staircase. A company is
likely price this per metre so be sure to
work out how much you need and
calculate accordingly.
Installation is another cost to be
factored into the budget. Most
companies will offer a supply only, or a
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supply and installation cost, giving you
the option of self-assembly. Given many
custom-made staircases are
straightforward to fit, it may well prove a
more economical option to have your
builder install yours – but make sure you
get a price first.
Any installation price a company
provides will most likely be a little
inflated to allow for any necessary
travel and accommodation, which of
course would not be part of your
builder’s fee.
To keep your new staircase within a
respectable budget, the best advice is
to keep the design simple. The most
economical solution would be a
traditional, straight flight formed with
softwood treads and stringers and ply
risers. However this style is unlikely to
provide the impact of a custom-made
design. If you are looking for something
a little more striking and modern in
keeping with your new build or
refurbishment, gather some inspiration
from the internet, magazines and TV
shows and put together a mood board
of your favourites.
It is important to prioritise a list of the
elements and materials you would
really like to have – for example oak
treads, glass balustrade – and be
prepared for the fact that you might
have to make sacrifices to meet your
budget. Perhaps opting for stained
beech rather than walnut steps, or
having a stud wall at the first floor level
instead of a matching glass balustrade,
might be a better fit for your budget.
If you can influence the design at the
early stages and need to keep costs
down it’s advisable to specify a straight
flight configuration – or at least stay
away from curves! Your architect and
builder should be able to give you an
indication of costs at this stage, before


Be prepared for the fact that you
might have to make sacrifices to
meet your budget
you filter down your selection and
contact specialist companies for a
precise quotation.
When getting quotations ensure they
are for a ‘like for like’ product and check
if the price includes fitting or is supply
only. Also check if it is possible to see
the product in a property or a showroom
to ensure you’re satisfied with the
quality before proceeding.
There are more specialist staircase

companies operating in the UK than
ever before, each with their own
beautiful array of designs. Enjoy
gathering inspiration, but remember the
more ambitious the design and shape
and the more unusual the materials,
the higher the price of the stair is likely
to ascend.
Nick Rackham is managing director at
Complete Stair Systems
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We specialise in a wide range of projects including:
• Self Builds
• New Builds
• Renovation Projects

BESPOKE SPIRAL STAIRCASES

• Barn Conversions
• Extensions
• Basement Conversions

Visit: www.selfbuildfloors.co.uk
Email: info@selfbuildfloors.co.uk
Phone: 0114 231 5937

www.spiralstairsystems.co.uk
info@spiralstairsystems.co.uk
01794 522444

COMPLETE

STAIR
SYSTEMS

Need help with
your wooden floor?
For new installations or renovations –
speak to your local Bona Certified Contractor!
At Bona we are passionate about wood floors.
Our range of oils and lacquers have been used
worldwide for nearly a century to protect and finish
beautiful wood surfaces.
To help you prolong the life of your floor, we’ve
trained a network of wood floor specialists in the
use of our dust-free sanding system and high
performance coatings.
Call us on 01908 525 150 or use the ‘Find your
contractor’ tool on our website at bona.com
to find your local wood floor specialist.
Bona Limited
Tel 01908 525 150
info.uk@bona.com
bona.com
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See the light
Omid Nikroo of Loxone UK shares some advice on smart lighting and why
you should consider it for your build

L

ighting has been a ubiquitous
feature in our homes since time
.immemorial. Granted, the methods
we use to light our homes may have
changed over the years, but the basic
premise has remained the same.
We’re now entering a ‘new age’ of
lighting, moving away from the days
of mere ‘on’ and ‘off’ to embracing
technology as a way of improving
how lighting affects the appearance
and feel of a home.
Interestingly, many people don’t give
lighting much thought when it comes
to budget allocation, however, it’s often
the single biggest influence on the
way we feel when we’re in a space,
so getting it right is key. Lighting can
be used to highlight features, furniture
or favourite works of art. It can be
used to zone areas, which is especially
useful if your build is of the
open-plan inclination.
It’s important to consider different
sources of light when planning spaces
for your home. If we think of an openplan kitchen/diner, we might have
several different light circuits – some
spotlights in the kitchen ceiling, some
pendant lights over the dining table,
perhaps a floor lamp, and some LED
strip underneath the kitchen cabinets.
Controlling all of these circuits
individually would be a real pain.
That’s where smart lighting comes in.
SMART LIGHTING
In it’s simplest form, smart lighting
affords you greater control over
the lights within your home.
There are many options out
there – from bulbs that you can
purchase from your high street electrical
retailer, to much more advanced
systems that integrate with other aspects
of your home.
More advanced smart lighting systems
allow you to create ‘moods’ or ‘scenes’,
by creating pre-set combinations
of different lighting circuits, colours
and brightnesses.





INSTALLATION
The technology of today moves
at lightning speed, keeping up with the
fact that lifestyles are increasingly fastmoving too. Your wiring infrastructure is
the backbone of your home.
While it’s easy to replace devices such
as motion sensors or switches, having
to open up walls to pull extra cables is
much more costly and inconvenient.
Therefore it’s important to speak to
your electrician or find a smart
home professional early on in the build
to help design a suitable system that

will work for you and your home.
There are different ways you can
wire a smart lighting system.
Traditionally, lighting circuits are wired
on a ring main. Smart home systems
can be wired on a ‘bus’ basis or
‘star-wired’ back to a central point, and
some solutions offer a more flexible,
free-form way of wiring.
Whichever option you choose,
it’s important to consider the
functionality you require from your
home, and to plan for anything you may
be considering in the future.


FIXTURES & FINISHES

Advanced
smart lighting
systems allow
you to create
‘moods’ or
‘scenes’
colder white. A very popular option
for colour lighting is LED strip, which
is usually used for indirect lighting.
LED strip is commonly installed under
kitchen cabinets, behind televisions,
or underneath shelving and stair treads,
to provide a subtle light and draw
attention to a particular feature. The
colour-changing aspect of this type of
lighting is ideal if you’re looking
to instantly transform the look and
feel of the home.

This could mean ensuring you pull
cable to the garden for lighting
and audio, or to the loft space if
you’re thinking of having solar panels
put in at a later date.
Of course, there are also wireless
options. Smart light bulbs offer a
very quick and simple way of controlling
your lights through an app, but be
aware that it’s often difficult to integrate
these type of products into a
wider smart home system.
There are options on the market for
fully integrated lighting that don’t
require any rewiring – the upfront cost
of these solutions will likely be
considerably more than if you were
to opt for a piecemeal solution such as
a smart bulb. However, like many things
in life, you get what you pay for:
in terms of functionality, you’ll get
much more value for your money if



you’re able to have a fully integrated
system put in at the first fix stage.
FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS
In addition to the physical wiring
infrastructure of your lighting, it’s also
important to think about flexibility, do
you want to control certain circuits, or
even individual lights automatically?
Individually addressable lights can be
useful if you’ve not yet decided on
placement of furniture or key pieces
within a space, and they’re a great
choice if you’re keen to maximise
energy savings.
Colour is another important
consideration. Do you just want a white
light, or would you like to add colour
to your home? When choosing a
white light, most people tend to opt
for a ‘warm’ white, which has a softer
tone and doesn’t feel as harsh as a

SWITCH PLACEMENT
Traditionally, light switches have always
been installed near the entrance/exit to
a room. In some rooms, however, it’s
more helpful to have a switch closer to
hand – for example, next to the sofa to
easily dim lights and lower the blinds
when you’re watching a film, or by the
bed to switch off all the lights
throughout the house without leaving
your nest.
If you’re planning a large kitchen
which includes an island for food
preparation, a wireless switch nearby
could be used to do anything from
making the lights brighter, to adjusting
the volume of your music or starting the
extractor hood.
The most important thing to do if
you’re considering smart lighting is to
really think about your home and how
you will live in it and interact with it.
If you’re going to be pulling cables
for your lighting system, consider
solutions that offer greater smart
home functionality, such as heating
and security automation, as these
are likely to be the most reliable
and offer the greatest value for money
over the long term.
Whether you’re embarking on a
self-build, extension, renovation or
just re-doing your kitchen; consider
reaching out to a smart home
expert who can help you realise
your dream home.
Omid Nikroo is a home automation
specialist at Loxone UK






Unique Calacatta from COMPAC
ALL-IN-ONE BLUETOOTH

CEILING SPEAKERS

Inspired by the beauty and elegance of
natural stone, Unique Calacatta from
COMPAC is a stunning quartz
worksurface featuring a grey veining
design running through a pure white
background characteristic of marble.
Every reference for this new worksurface
is unique, because just like in nature,
each slab presents different nuances and
patterns in design. The natural hardness
of quartz comes hand in hand with a
waterproof, hygienic finish offering even
greater resistance to heat and scratches. This means that Unique
Calacatta is especially appropriate for intensive use areas such as
kitchen and bathroom worksurfaces, floor tiling or wall cladding.
info@compac.es

       

POWER IT. SYNC IT. PLAY IT.
Add power from the lighting circuit,
sync any phone, tablet or Amazon echo
and play your music!

WWW.LITHEAUDIO.COM/OFFERS
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• 100% solid wood kitchens – no MDF, chipboard or ply
• Dovetail jointed drawers – mortise and tenon joints for carcases
• Free design service, individual, hand drawn plans
• Non-standard sizes, at no extra cost, to suit your kitchens dimensions
• Fully assembled units; no annoying flat-pack assembly
• Straightforward, easy to understand costing: prices include VAT & delivery
• Knotted, primed and painted units are now available
Pineland is a privately owned, family company that has been established for over 20 years.
We believe in listening to our clients, and our hand drawn plans, reflect our customers
desires and opinions. The final design combines well planned functionality, with elegance
and beauty, and our clients are often surprised how all this can be achieved at such a
reasonable cost.
Visit our website: www.pineland.co.uk Email: enquiries@pineland.co.uk
Or call our offices: CLEOBURY MORTIMER, SHROPSHIRE: 01299 271143
NORTHWICH, CHESHIRE: 01606 41292

 

Selfbuilder & Homemaker is
independently verified
by ABC.
So our advertisers know
they are getting what they
paid for.
ABC. See it. Believe it. Trust it











BUILDING REGULATION
COMPLIANCE TESTING

Nationwide Service

Fully Accredited

ATTMA Members

UK’s No. 1

Competitive Fees

Quote Ref:-BS001 to receive a discount

compliance@bsria.co.uk

www.bsria.co.uk

ROLA

Fast Response

Call Today: 0800 587 1000
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sash window locks

Part E: Sound Insulation
Part F: Ventilation
Part L: Air Tightness
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www.sashwindowlock.com
Tel: 0844 482 20 34 Fax 01708 768 825

     

Pegasus Whirlpool Baths

Bespoke! Not all Whirlpool Baths are made the same...

Ask about our bespoke Flush-Jet™ & Flush-Spa™ options
01633 244555 :: info@pegasuswhirlpoolbaths.co.uk
www.pegasuswhirlpoolbaths.co.uk
61-62 Lower Dock St, Kingsway, Newport, Gwent. NP20 1EF

Discount Code: SBH4011
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Need some extra accommodation?
Building your own home?
Kids saving for a deposit?
Parents moving back in?
THE SUNRISE LODGE SELF-CONTAINED
ANNEX FOR JUST £24,995
•

40’ x 13’ log cabin fitted with
kitchen, bathrooms, beds and
appliances

•

Plus extra winter pack
insulation, double glazing &
gas central heating

•

Free delivery to anywhere
in England

01255 815045
www.shhltd.co.uk
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LEVATO MONO
porcelain paver system
The Levato Mono porcelain paver system is the pinnacle of external raised flooring
technology; enabling the specification of lightweight, slip resistant and attractive raised
flooring solutions, combining incredible technical properties with uncompromising
aesthetics; making them the ideal choice for commercial and domestic use alike.

20mm porcelain pavers 40x80 45x90 60x60
75x75 30x120 40x120 60x120
‘Floating floor’ – installation over
single ply membranes
Eternal product - zero maintenance required
– offering massive over-life savings

Highly abrasion and stain resistant
Highly slip resistant ; R11 and achieved
up to +65 wet in the BS pendulum test
Lightweight – 45kgs per m2
High load bearing and impact resistance
Timber & stone effects; 40+ finishes available

www.thedecktileco.co.uk
t: 0845 2700 696

e: info@thedecktileco.co.uk

Completely non porous
Ideal for balconies, roof terraces and piazzas,
for both commercial and residential use
Fire & frost proof
Height-adjustable supports
from 9mm up to 550mm

